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THE world is producing ever more rubbish. Households and businesses 
took out 2bn tonnes of trash in 2016, the equivalent of 740g each day for 
every person on the planet. The World Bank predicts the annual pile 
could grow by 70% by 2050, as the developing world gets richer. 

Such waste is not simply unsightly, it also threatens public health. 
Diarrhoea, respiratory infections and neurological conditions are more 
common in areas where waste is not regularly collected. And even 
where it is, it can cause environmental problems (see our special 
report this week). Greenhouse gases from the waste industry, 
principally in the form of methane from older landfill sites, could 
account for as much as a tenth of the global total by 2025. The case for 
taking action is clear. But what kind of action depends on where you 
are. 

https://www.economist.com/node/21751446
https://www.economist.com/node/21751446


 

Poorer countries often lack good waste infrastructure. Rubbish piles up 
on open dumps, if not in the street. In July, for example, India’s 
Supreme Court warned that Delhi is buried under “mountain-loads of 
garbage”. Such places must invest enough to get the basics right. One 
study found that burning, dumping or discharging rubbish into 
waterways costs south Asian economies $375 per tonne in pollution and 
disease. Basic disposal systems would cost only $50-100 per tonne. 
Morocco’s government reckons the $300m it has recently invested in 
sanitary landfills has already averted $440m in damage. Such spending 
makes sense even when budgets are tight. 

The rich world has a different problem. It is good at collection. But at 
the start of 2018, China, until then the destination for many of the 
world’s recyclable material, stopped importing most waste plastic and 
paper, and severely curtailed imports of cardboard. Rich countries must 
recycle more, dispose of more waste at home or no longer produce as 
much. 

For environmentalists the preference for recycling is obvious. Some 
even want economies to become “circular”—ie, to reuse or recycle 
everything. But anyone arguing that reducing physical waste is a moral 
imperative needs to reckon with recycling’s hidden costs. Somebody 
must pick out, clean, transport and process junk. When the time and 
effort obviously pay off, the economy is already naturally circular. 
Three-quarters of all aluminium ever smelted remains in use, and there 
is a thriving market for used aluminium cans. But for other materials, 
recycling just isn’t worth it. 

Round and round 
That is partly because chucking stuff out is artificially cheap. Were 
landfill and incineration priced to reflect their environmental and social 
costs, people would throw their rubbish in the river or dump it by the 
road instead. Rules to discourage waste should therefore focus on 
producers rather than households. The principle of taxing pollution 
should be extended to cover makers of things that will need disposing 



 

of. A good example is the requirement, pioneered in Europe, for firms 
to finance the collection and recycling of electronic waste. 

Transparent subsidies for the recycling industry would also help. It is 
better to pay the industry to absorb trash, and let the market take care 
of the rest, than to craft crude rules with unknowable costs, such as San 
Francisco’s ambition to send zero waste to landfill. If recycling is 
sufficiently profitable, more waste will become a valuable commodity. 
Some of it might even be dug back out of the ground. 

Thankfully, rubbish is one environmental issue where there is little 
need to worry about political incentives. Voters everywhere want 
rubbish to be taken away—and they do not want to live near landfill 
sites and incinerators. The trick is to get the economics right, too. 
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THE OFFICES OF Miniwiz in central Taipei display all the trappings of 
a vibrant startup. The large open space on the 14th floor of an office 
block overlooking Taiwan’s capital is full of hip youngsters huddled 
around computer screens. A common area downstairs includes a video-
game console, a table-tennis table and a basketball hoop. But a hint 
that this is not just another e-commerce venture comes from neatly 
sorted sacks packed with old plastic bottles, CDs and cigarette butts. 

Rather than peddle brand-new virtual products, Miniwiz derives value 
from physically repurposing old rubbish. Chairs in the conference room 



 

began life as plastic bottles, food packaging, aluminium cans and shoe 
soles. The translucent walls separating it from executives’ dens owe 
their amber-like quality to recycled plastic mixed with discarded wheat 
husks. Coffee is served in glasses made of broken iPhone screens. 
Arthur Huang, the company’s 40-year-old founder and chief executive, 
who holds a masters degree in architecture from Harvard, first tried 
setting up shop in New York in the mid-2000s. That effort failed when 
he discovered that few Americans shared his obsession with limiting 
the world’s waste. By contrast, many of his fellow Taiwanese did. 

They still do. The island is a poster child for recycling, recovering 52% 
of rubbish collected from households and commerce, as well as 77% of 
industrial waste, rivalling rates achieved by South Korea, Germany and 
other top recycling nations (America recycles 26% and 44% 
respectively). Its recycling industry brings in annual revenues of more 
than $2bn. Lee Ying-yuan, the environment minister, boasts that 16 of 
the 32 teams competing at this year’s football World Cup in Russia 
sported shirts made in Taiwan from fibres derived from recycled plastic. 

For more than two centuries since the start of the Industrial 
Revolution, Western economies have been built upon the premise of 
“take, make, dispose”. But the waste this created in 20th-century 
Europe and America was nothing compared with the rubbish now 
produced by emerging economies such as China. According to a new 
World Bank report, in 2016 the world generated 2bn tonnes of 
municipal solid waste (household and commercial rubbish)—up from 
1.8bn tonnes just three years earlier. That equates to 740 grams (1lb 6oz) 
each day for every man, woman and child on Earth. 

That number does not include the much bigger amount produced by 
industry. Industrial solid refuse contains more valuable materials like 
scrap metal and has long been better managed by profit-seeking firms. 
And then there is the biggest waste management problem of all: 30bn 
tonnes of invisible but dangerous carbon dioxide dumped into the 
atmosphere every year. 



 

As people grow richer, they consume—and discard—more. Advanced 
economies make up 16% of the world’s population but produce 34% of 
its rubbish. The developing world is catching up fast. On current 
trends, the World Bank projects, by mid-century Europeans and North 
Americans will produce a quarter more waste than they do today. In the 
same period, volumes will grow by half in East Asia, they will double in 
South Asia and triple in sub-Saharan Africa (see map). The annual 
global total will approach 3.4bn tonnes. 

 

This special report will argue that waste generation is increasing too 
fast and needs to be decoupled from economic growth and rising living 
standards. That will require people to throw away less and reuse 
more—to make economies more “circular”, as campaigners say. This 
can only happen if people “equate the circular economy with making 
money”, claims Tom Szaky of Terracycle, which develops technologies 



 

to use hard-to-recycle materials. “Take, make, dispose” must now shift 
to “reduce, reuse, recycle”, he says. 

Virtuous recycle 
Global waste may not present as apocalyptic a challenge as climate 
change, but it may be easier to solve. This is because local action to 
clean it up and recycle it can lead to immediate local effects. That can 
in turn transform into a virtuous cycle of change. People are more likely 
to take action if they can quickly see the results of their change in 
behaviour. All the more so because reducing waste offers two benefits 
not just one. It not only removes an affliction (solid waste) but, unlike 
tackling smog, it also creates a tangible benefit at the same time, in the 
shape of the recycled materials that can be reused. On top of that, solid 
waste (the only type that this report will discuss) is a visible eyesore. It 
is hard for anyone to deny that it exists. 

That does not mean it will be easy to move to a more circular economy. 
Currently 37% of solid waste goes to landfill worldwide, 33% to open 
dumps, 11% to incinerators (see chart). Some goes to compost heaps. 
Two-thirds of aluminium cans are currently recycled in America, but 
only 10% of plastic. All told, only 13% of municipal solid waste is 
recycled globally. Everyone agrees that this is far too little. 

 



 

The urgency of the problem is not in dispute. In July India’s Supreme 
Court warned that Delhi, the country’s capital, is buried under 
“mountain loads of garbage”. When dumps or landfills catch fire, as 
more than 70 have in Poland over the sweltering summer, noxious 
smog smothers their surroundings. Toxic runoff can permeate soils and 
poison waterways. Some rivers in Indonesia are so blanketed with litter 
that it completely conceals the water beneath. According to the United 
Nations, diarrhoea rates are twice as high in areas where waste is not 
collected regularly, and acute respiratory infections are six times as 
common. 

Discharged into seas, rubbish can return to wreak havoc on land. In 
August the Arabian Sea spewed 12,000 tonnes of debris and litter onto 
the shores of Mumbai in two days. Or it can despoil the ocean. 
Fishermen in the Arabian Sea complain they net four times as much 
plastic as fish. The “great Pacific garbage patch”, an Alaska-sized ocean 
gyre in the north Pacific Ocean, where currents channel all manner of 
flotsam, may contain 79,000 tonnes of plastic debris. Greenhouse gases 
from the waste industry, mainly emitted by a cacophony of chemical 
reactions in landfills, could account for 8-10% of all climate-cooking 
emissions by 2025. Left unchecked, this groundswell of garbage risks 
overwhelming the planet. 

The good news is that around the world politicians and the public 
appear increasingly alert to the economic, ecological and human costs 
of waste, as well as to the missed opportunities it presents. Many 
governments in the developing world are grasping that spending less—
or nothing—on waste management means paying more for things like 
health care to treat its effects. In the developing world, only half of all 
municipal waste is collected. In low-income countries as much as 90% 
ends up in open dumps. Lowering these proportions requires more 
investment in waste infrastructure such as managed landfills or low-
polluting incinerators. Taiwan’s example shows that these can be clean 
and need not discourage recycling. 



 

Rich countries already have such facilities, and more. They need to 
improve the recovery of valuable materials from their waste streams. 
For two decades they have relied on emerging economies, primarily 
China, to recycle their refuse. Over the past 25 years, the world 
deposited 106m tonnes of plastic in Chinese ports for recycling. The 
system ran aground in January when China banned imports of virtually 
all plastic and unsorted paper, out of concern for its environment. This 
left Western waste-managers with tonnes of unwanted rubbish—and 
left policymakers with piles of unanswered questions about how to 
boost the capacity of domestic recyclers, and ultimately change citizens’ 
carefree approach to waste. 

Politicians in Europe and American states and cities—if not Donald 
Trump, America’s distinctly ungreen president—are issuing ambitious 
recycling targets and trying to revamp the way they manage their 
rubbish. Techies and entrepreneurs like Mr Huang or Mr Szaky are 
dreaming up clever—and lucrative—ways to manage and reuse it. 
Multinationals are toying with resource-light business models based on 
service contracts rather than product sales. And many consumers are 
adopting leaner lifestyles. 

But municipal budgets are tight everywhere. Trade tiffs can dampen 
legitimate exchange of scrap (as recycled waste is also known). 
Regulations for handling waste are necessary but can be obscure. 
Policymakers have yet to devise a way to boost large-scale investment 
in recycling, which is discouraged by periodic declines in the cost of 
primary commodities, with which recyclers compete. And some worry 
that switching to a more circular economy will harm those built on the 
old model. 

These problems are real. But, as this report will argue, they are not 
insurmountable. In the 1990s, economic growth, rising living standards 
and soaring consumption outpaced Taiwan’s capacity to clean up its 
waste, earning it the unflattering moniker of “garbage island”. As 
recently as 1993 nearly a third of Taipei’s rubbish was not even formally 



 

collected and virtually none was recycled. By 1996 two-thirds of landfills 
were nearing capacity. 

In the face of mounting protests the government undertook to erect 24 
incinerator plants to burn the waste instead, at a cost of $2.9bn. It also 
incentivised the Taiwanese to produce less rubbish in the first place. 
Under an “extended producer responsibility” (EPR) scheme, 
manufacturers and brands began to contribute to the cost of their 
products’ disposal, either through paying a fee into a fund earmarked 
for waste management or sometimes by managing the waste 
themselves. The less recyclable the product, the more expensive for the 
company. The scheme continues today. Households are charged for the 
amount of general mixed waste they produce but not for paper, glass, 
aluminium or other recyclables. Those caught dumping their trash 
illegally face hefty fines and public shaming. A typical Taiwanese 
person now throws out 850 grams daily, down from 1.15kg 20 years ago. 

Half a century after environmentalists first began imploring consumers 
to reduce, reuse and recycle, similar exhortations are now echoing from 
San Francisco to Shanghai. And the world, drowning in garbage, has 
begun to listen. 
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EVERY MORNING, JUST before 8am, a digger stretches out its steel 
limb from the bank of the Ciliwung river in central Jakarta. It claws load 
upon load of stinking rubbish from a barrier stretched across the 
stream and deposits it into the back of an orange lorry. A city employee 
stands by, one of 5,000 people working in pasukan oranye (orange 
teams), which dredge hundreds of tonnes of waste every day from the 
filthy waterways of the Indonesian capital. A rag-picker, treading 
precariously, sniffs for plastic bottles and other recyclables. Once full, 
the lorry departs for Bekasi landfill. There, amid more stench, dozens of 
waste-pickers mill around beside the swinging arms of the machines 
that unload the dripping rubbish. Their bounty is divided meticulously 



 

and sold on to scrap dealers or reprocessing facilities. The remaining 
trash is rearranged into landfill. 

In many parts of the developing world formal collection is expanding. 
There are now some 6,000 community waste banks in Indonesia, where 
residents deposit recyclables in exchange for cash. Once rubbish makes 
it to the waste-management site, the systems can be relatively efficient. 
The problem is getting a nation’s refuse to such sites in the first place, 
when door-to-door collection is still rare, and households and 
businesses seldom sort their garbage. 

More than 14,000km from Jakarta, in San Jose, California, trash is 
arriving at the Newby Island waste-management plant. As in most 
developed nations, getting it there is not the problem. Domestic and 
commercial waste is collected from homes and offices efficiently. The 
difficulties start when the rubbish arrives. With labour costs high, there 
are no rag-pickers to sift through everything and work out what is 
worth recycling. The problem here is in the sorting. Aluminium cans 
are easy to deal with because they are all the same. But different types 
of plastics cannot be recycled together and machines do not have the 
sophistication to tell one type from another. So a lot goes to landfill or 
incineration, mixed with the remaining worthless waste. And now, 
suddenly, China has stopped accepting imports of low-grade plastic and 
paper, so Newby Island no longer has a place to send the mixed garbage 
that it lacks the hands to separate. 

Both processes—in the developed and the developing world—are part 
of a global system that has improved substantially in recent decades as 
patterns of consumption, and therefore waste disposal, have changed. 
But both are under strain, as the volume of rubbish has increased with 
economic growth and as the global garbage industry has changed. 

The improvements at Bekasi are part of a broader trend of developing-
world governments finally grasping that proper rubbish collection is 
more than just keeping your streets smelling nice. It is a vital part of 
public health. Stinting on rubbish means paying more for hospitals. 



 

Numerous studies have shown that life in areas with patchy collection 
increases the risk of diseases as well as neurological conditions. In 2016 
consultants at McKinsey calculated that burning, dumping or 
discharging a tonne of rubbish into waterways cost south Asian 
economies $375 through pollution and disease, against $50-100 required 
for basic systems to dispose of that same tonne properly. 

In the poorest countries, especially in Africa, rubbish is still just 
dumped anywhere, and management is limited. But there is also 
comparatively little of it. A typical citizen of Lesotho produces 110 
grams a day, one-fortieth as much as a typical citizen of Iceland (the 
country with the highest rubbish-generation rate per person). It is the 
economies that are booming that present the challenge. Many are now 
pouring money into dealing with trash. Narendra Modi’s government 
has earmarked $9.5bn for solid-waste management in its $30bn Swachh 
Bharat (Clean India) Mission. Indonesia is ploughing $1bn into its 
plastic-clean-up campaign. Authorities in Morocco believe that $300m 
they have invested in new sanitary landfills has already averted $440m 
in environmental damage. Many projects enjoy backing from the World 
Bank and other multilateral lenders. Others are promoted by grassroots 
organisations and entrepreneurs. 

They are bearing fruit. Collection rates in low-income countries have 
nearly doubled to 39% between 2012 and 2016, even as the volume of 
waste rose by a third. In middle-income countries like China, they rose 
on average to 51%. Rates for industrial waste are also improving (in 
places that have industry), though they already tend to be high because 
factories produce large, predictable volumes of more homogeneous 
refuse that is often valuable (like metal scrap). 

As collection has improved, so has the next stage. China has emulated 
its rich Asian neighbours and embraced incineration. The Chinese 
authorities scrapped plans for some plants in the face of protests by 
local residents worried about air pollution. But they see incinerators as 
essential to tackling what the World Bank predicts could be a 50% rise 
in China’s solid waste by 2050. They are trying to convince residents 



 

that incinerators are clean and safe (as modern ones are, in places like 
Taiwan) by, for instance, promoting school trips to facilities. The 
number of incinerators in China has shot up from 57 in 2010 to more 
than 400. They now consume one-fifth of the 220m tonnes of municipal 
refuse that the Chinese disgorge each year. 

Poorer countries (including Indonesia) continue to rely on landfills, but 
these have also been getting more sanitary. Bekasi, which receives 7,000 
tonnes of rubbish a day, now covers trash heaps with black plastic that 
captures the methane gas and other pollutants. In 2008-2014 Morocco 
increased the proportion of rubbish deposited in sanitary landfills 
rather than open dumps from 10% to 53%. This is expected to rise to 
80% once five additional facilities are completed. 

Many authorities enlist the private sector, while monitoring how it 
performs. Istanbul accelerated a switch to private providers in 2003 
after discovering they were a third more efficient than the public sector. 
In Nepal operators are paid based on how many households get daily 
collection. Five Moroccan cities, home to a quarter of the kingdom’s 
people, use citizen report cards when deciding to renew contracts with 
providers. Collection rates in Lahore, Pakistan’s commercial capital, 
shot up from 51% to 88% once the city hired a private company to 
manage its rubbish. Lorries are monitored with GPS trackers to 
measure performance and ensure that unscrupulous trash collectors do 
not dump the stuff illegally rather than drive it to formal disposal sites. 

Informal workers, or rag-pickers, remain an important part of the 
system. UN Habitat, the United Nations agency for human settlements, 
believes that such people can collect 50-100% of rubbish at no cost to 
municipalities. The World Bank estimates that they pick 20% of China’s 
municipal waste. “Waste-pickers know physics, chemistry, economics,” 
marvels Gonzalo Muñoz, founder and boss of TriCiclos, a Chilean 
waste-management company. “They don’t know they know—but they 
do.” That is just as well, for ordinary citizens lack this knowledge. In 
China, for instance, a new requirement for big cities to install colour-



 

coded bins in public areas and buildings has shown mixed results, with 
few citizens knowing what to throw where. 

This explains why the Chinese authorities tolerate informal waste-
pickers. Local governments in other countries actively embrace the 
sector, which is thought to include more than 15m people worldwide. A 
Brazilian law from 2010 recognised co-operatives of such catadores as 
service providers. This granted them access to benefits such as 
pensions. Their national union won the rights to clean up football 
stadiums during the 2014 World Cup in Brazil. Technology is making 
informal collection more efficient. Mobile apps to match scavengers 
with rubbish producers are proliferating. Last year a free mobile app 
called Cataki, which links those throwing stuff away with those 
collecting it, was launched in São Paulo. Indian raddiwallahs in 
Bengaluru have used a similar app called “I Got Garbage” since 2014. 

Americans talk trash 
In rich countries like America, the absence of professional waste-
pickers presents a problem. The general public is not very good at 
sorting rubbish. Households and businesses serviced by municipal 
waste-management providers may actually have got worse at sorting in 
the past 20 years, says Peter Keller of Republic Services, America’s 
second-biggest waste-management firm, which runs Newby Island in 
San Jose. 

Citizens of rich countries, where almost 100% of municipal waste gets 
collected, take such services for granted—unless the collectors go on 
strike, as happened in the Belgian city of Ghent in early August, leaving 
streets in a stink for days. In some industrialised nations, increasingly, 
residents are charged based on volume (known as “pay-as-you-throw”). 
To encourage sorting, such schemes often exempt recyclables. In 
Taipei, the binmen will only accept unsorted general waste in official 
bags, which come in different sizes at different prices. They inspect 
recyclables to weed out cheats. The recyclables then proceed to 
materials-recovery facilities (MRFs) for further triage. General waste is 
whisked to incinerators or (now rarely in Taiwan’s case) landfills. 



 

In many parts of Europe and America rubbish collection is generally 
paid for by municipal taxes and the garbage disappears to huge facilities 
like Newby Island. The plant’s operator, Republic Services, runs 91 
MRFs nationwide, next door to landfills (of which it runs 191) or 
incinerators (of which it owns 114) which burn waste to produce 
electricity. It receives 156 trucks carrying 1,600 tonnes each day from as 
far afield as Fresno, 200km to the east. That is down from 2,200 tonnes 
a day a few years ago. The volume of recyclables has reached 1,400 
tonnes a day, a lot by American standards, says Mr Keller. 

That should come as no surprise. After all, inhabitants of the San 
Francisco Bay area pride themselves on their recycling prowess. San 
Francisco boasts a recycling rate of 80%, one of the highest of any rich-
world city. San Franciscans may therefore be shocked to learn that a lot 
of them, as Mr Keller puts it, “aren’t very good at it”. “A pair of blue 
jeans can jam the whole line for an hour,” he groans. More than 100 
sorters try to pluck such items from the stream before that happens. 
Even so, a big plant like Newby experiences on average five such 
stoppages every day. Such disruptions cost the city of Phoenix in 
Arizona $1m a year in stalled equipment and repairs. 

Scott Smithline, who oversees recycling at California’s Environmental 
Protection Agency, cites two possible reasons. The first is that many 
people do not know what is recyclable. Beer bottles and soft-drink cans 
are, he says. Egg cartons and glossy magazines are not, for there is no 
market for the materials of which they are made. Some things are 
recyclable on their own, but not when combined, such as “paper” cups 
lined with plastic film. It is hard to blame consumers for feeling 
increasingly baffled, he admits. 



 

 

The other problem is that residents only have to separate recyclables 
from non-recyclables (though compost bins for organic waste have 
appeared now, too). Cans, bottles and papers are all thrown into one 
bin. This mix can, to some degree, be sorted at plants like Newby, 
enabled by clever technology which uses optical sensors and magnets to 
separate materials automatically. These were no match for humans 
when it came to sorting, but were good enough for China’s recycling 
industry, when it took off in the 1990s, to supply the country’s growing 
ranks of manufacturers hungry for all manner of materials. It snapped 
up tonnes of imperfectly sorted Western waste, preferring it to the even 
more impure refuse available at home. 

As the volume of recyclables swelled in America and Europe, the quality 
of recycled output declined because everything was mixed in together. 



 

This did not trouble MRF operators so long as they could offload their 
increasingly impure stock abroad. Then China announced it would not 
accept any plastics or cardboard, and American waste-management 
companies have been scrambling to find what to do with their poor-
quality waste. 

Efforts are springing up to teach residents how better to sort their 
rubbish. Some American and European cities now pick up different 
materials on alternate days. Reverse-vending machines, which accept 
empty drinks bottles and return money to users, are appearing in 
supermarkets. More cities are adopting pay-as-you-throw schemes. 
Consumer habits will take longer to change. Developing countries need 
to concentrate on getting binmen to the kerb of every residence and 
help stop people throwing trash into rivers. The developed world needs 
to relearn how to recycle. The Chinese ban has lent all of this a new 
urgency. 
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ON THE FIRST day of 2018, a huge shock hit the global recycling 
industry. China, which is the world’s biggest scrap importer, stopped 
accepting virtually any recycled plastic and unsorted scrap paper from 
abroad, and severely curbed imports of cardboard. The amount of 
recovered material that America, the world’s biggest exporter of scrap, 
sent to China was 3m tonnes less than in the first half of 2018 than a 
year earlier, a drop of 38%. China plans to phase in bans on most other 
rubbish, of which it imports $24bn-worth a year. At recycling plants 
across the Western world, bales of mixed paper and polymers now 
languish in forecourts awaiting offers. 



 

China used to import a significant portion of the world’s scrap. 
Suddenly, revenues from selling mixed waste to China which waste-
management companies used to cross-subsidise collection, dried up, 
hitting margins for American waste-management companies. 

The Chinese ban removed the third leg of the “collect, sort, export” 
system on which the West had long relied. Improvements to 
automation could in time sort some of the surplus rubbish no longer 
sailing to China, but they have been incremental. High labour costs 
make hiring enough human sorters to deal with Western waste volumes 
prohibitively expensive. Because they, too, cannot rely on cheap labour, 
Western reprocessing firms need cleaner inputs than their Chinese 
counterparts, so shun a lot of what MRFs currently spit out. Even if they 
did not, their capacity is insufficient to deal with the glut. Incinerators 
and landfill will take some of the surplus waste. But the capacity of both 
is limited. Building a new incinerator costs upwards of $200m. Landfills 
are being gradually regulated out of existence, with many places, 
including California and the European Union, mandating cuts to the 
volume of waste being landfilled. 

The prohibition is not the only way in which China is affecting the 
scrap trade. The trade spat provoked by American tariffs on imported 
steel and aluminium (which exempt scrap) has already prompted 
trading partners to impose retaliatory levies (including on recovered 
metals). If the current tiffs escalate into a full-blown trade war, scrap—
$109bn of which crosses borders each year—would suffer along with 
many other products. 

The ban is likely to prove more of a long-term headache than the trade 
spat. It is part of a broader clampdown on polluting industries 
championed by China’s all-powerful president, Xi Jinping. It aims to 
banish “solid waste with major environmental hazards” and thus 
prevent “intense public reaction”. That will deprive many countries of 
the destination of choice for their waste. But, though it has disrupted 
the whole global scrap trade, many experts are already seeing a silver 
lining. Activists and advocates of “circularity” say that it is forcing rich 



 

countries to rethink what they do with their waste now that a chunk of 
it can no longer be swept away overseas. It is in that way forcing longer-
term change. 

Slow boat or junk? 
China came to dominate the global rubbish trade in much the same 
way it has come to dominate all areas of trade. It has an insatiable 
appetite for resources, including second-hand ones, to feed its booming 
economy. China’s $24bn-worth of recycled-materials imports are a 
quarter of the total traded globally, and up from $12bn a decade earlier. 
On the eve of the ban, more than half of the world’s used plastic, paper 
and cardboard—around 32m tonnes each year in all—sailed to China, 
chiefly from the rich world. Plenty of metal scrap went there too, 
especially copper to wire cities or manufacture electronics. 

It was also helped by the nature of its trade flows. Bulky scrap 
shipments to Chinese ports were only affordable thanks to 
“backhauling”. Container vessels had crossed the Pacific laden with 
Chinese products for North American markets. Rather than let them 
sail back empty, shipping companies ferried scrap for the return leg at 
rock-bottom prices. Around half of all westbound trans-Pacific 
container traffic was rubbish for recycling. 

Because of the ban, shipping companies, whose low margins were offset 
by massive volumes, now risk losing the backhaul trade. Drewry, a 
shipping consultancy, estimates that the ban could jeopardise 4m-5m 
containers sailing west across the Pacific annually. That is equivalent to 
3% of worldwide container traffic. Port authorities from New York to 
California are rewriting their long-term strategies to take account of the 
disruption. 

Even China is not immune from the impact. Its operation, dubbed 
“National Sword”, looks distinctly double-edged, striking at a thriving 
domestic reprocessing industry—and manufacturing more broadly. 
Western scrap-industry veterans express astonishment at the Chinese 
authorities’ willingness to sacrifice the needs of its industrial base, parts 



 

of which rely heavily on reprocessed materials. China recycled 85% of 
the 7m tonnes of plastic it imported in 2016 (the rest went to landfills or 
was incinerated). Many Chinese reprocessing firms are now fearful 
about the future. 

Some also see the benefits. Liu Jianguo, an expert on waste 
management at Tsinghua University in Beijing, calls the ban “good 
news for domestic waste recycling”, for the same reason that it will help 
Western countries. It will force the Chinese industry to change, adapt 
and be less reliant on imported foreign trash (though there is a danger 
in the short run that some Chinese reprocessors, starved suddenly of 
imported inputs, could fold, resulting in the dumping or burning of 
even more rubbish than it does already). 

The China ban has, however, given a boost to one group of Western 
entrepreneurs. In 2017 Rashad Abbasov co-founded Scrapo. It is an 
online marketplace that matches buyers and sellers of second-hand 
polymers in different countries. Since its inauguration in November, 
suppliers have posted offers to sell 1.5m tonnes of recovered plastic on 
Scrapo. It now has more than 10,000 users, 70% outside America. Just 
6% are from traditional plastic-waste importers like China, Indonesia or 
Vietnam. 

Other parts of the trade are also moving online. Scrap Monster, a 
platform for trading recovered metal, has 50,000 registered users. 
MerQbiz is a digital platform to streamline the $30bn annual reused-
paper market. Another forum, the Materials Marketplace, allows 
American manufacturers to exchange factory by-products and leftovers 
more easily. State-level versions exist in Ohio and Tennessee. Two years 
ago the project spawned an offshoot in Turkey. Another is under 
development in Vietnam. Advocates of “circularity” welcome such 
initiatives, which aim to wring the most out of available resources. The 
Chinese ban has done them all a favour by enabling recovered materials 
to flow to the highest bidder—and so the highest-value use. But it has 
also exposed the shortcomings of the recycling industry. 
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IN 2001, WHILE studying economics at the University of California, Los 
Angeles, Dan Kurzrock got into beermaking. He soon discovered that 
for every five-gallon (19-litre) batch of ale, the brewing process yielded 
up to 22lbs (10kg) of mulch-like spent grains. “It felt like making food,” 
he recalls. And it didn’t taste all bad, either—after all, it was wholesome 
fibres and protein left over from a process which extracts sugars from 
cereals for fermentation. If he was producing kilograms of it, how much 
goodness was going to waste at breweries? 

The answer was a lot. A rough calculation based on the volume of beer 
brewed in America puts the total spent grain at 1.4m tonnes a year. 
Large brewers often let local farmers pick up the by-products for 
livestock feed. But at craft breweries sprouting in cities all over the 



 

world, these would often head straight for the landfill. “It would be a 
commodity if there were a market,” Mr Kurzrock remembers thinking. 
So he set out to create one. 

In 2012 he and Jordan Schwartz, a college chum, founded ReGrained to 
commercialise a recipe they developed to turn spent grain, collected 
free from local craft brewers in San Francisco, into energy bars. In 
September they inaugurated a new factory near the city to cook up the 
main ingredient and sell to food producers. Griffith Foods, a big 
producer of doughs and condiments, has invested in the company. 
Barilla, an Italian firm, is working with ReGrained on a line of beer-
derived pasta. 

Recycling—for that is what ReGrained does—is nothing new. The word 
(at least its English version) dates back to the 1920s but the activity is as 
old as mankind. As the variety of materials churned out by the modern 
economy has increased, however, so have attempts to repurpose ever 
more of them. 

In 2009-15 the number of biogas plants in the EU grew 

from 6,000 to 17,700—heating houses with old banana 

skins and uneaten porridge 

Fans of the “circular economy” relish epiphanies such as that which led 
Messrs Kurzrock and Schwartz to their idea. They lower the economy’s 
environmental footprint twice over: reducing the amount both of 
natural resources (cereals to make a snack) and of refuse. They take 
something people would pay someone to take off their hands—waste—
and convert it into something people are willing to purchase—a 
resource. 

The trick is performing such alchemy profitably and at scale. It is 
already happening. In most rich countries a third of glass and two-
thirds of paper come from recovered materials. Around half of 
aluminium sold in North America each year is derived from scrap. Each 



 

day the United States alone churns out 25 Eiffel towers’ worth of steel 
and other ferrous scrap. Recycled copper satisfies two-fifths of global 
demand for the metal. There are reasons to believe that market forces 
will drive similar developments for other materials. Electronic and 
electrical devices look particularly ripe for harvesting. But plastics are 
the biggest problem, with only 10% currently recycled. 

Diamonds on the soles of their shoes 
Nearly everything can be recycled, says Tom Szaky of Terracycle. It is 
not just things like plastic bags or textiles, which a recent survey found 
one in two Britons incorrectly assumes to be unrecyclable. Mr Szaky’s 
firm has devised a way to turn cigarette filters, made of a polymer called 
cellulose acetate, into sturdy plastic boarding. Plastic polymers can be 
chemically unwound into their original hydrocarbons. In April a Dutch 
company started selling training shoes with soles made from chewing 
gum scraped off the streets of Amsterdam. 

Some people will pay a premium for products that salve their 
conscience. The environmental appeal is an inherent part of the brand. 
For most customers “environmental considerations continue to be ‘nice 
to have’,” says Gavin McIntyre of Ecovative Design, which uses fungi to 
turn agricultural waste into high-grade composite materials. Crucially, 
they are not yet ‘must have’. The central concern is price. 

Recycled materials compete with virgin ones, so recyclers are hostage to 
volatile raw-material prices. Recyclers’ costs depend on the cost of 
collection, distribution and processing of scrap, which tend to be stable. 
Commodity prices—which determine the price for recyclers’ output—
can swing wildly. When prices of primary resources drop suddenly, 
recovered materials are no longer competitive. This can drive recyclers 
out of business. The uncertainty discourages long-term investments, 
keeping most recycling firms small and inefficient. That in turn 
constrains the supply of recycled materials. Big manufacturers want a 
steady supply of materials, which recyclers therefore find it hard to 
guarantee. 



 

Things such as glass, paper and many metals have broken out of this 
vicious circle, typically once economies spewed out enough of them to 
make it worthwhile to recycle. Reprocessing technology had often been 
around for a while—paper was being recycled in the 19th century—but 
greater availability of source materials encouraged efficiencies. That in 
turn spurred demand for these materials and itself encouraged further 
improvements in recovery. In other words, a vicious cycle turned 
virtuous. 

In some areas, a similar virtuous turn looks not just possible but 
imminent. Last year scholars at United Nations University in Tokyo 
calculated that the 45m tonnes of defunct fridges, radios, smartphones 
and the like discarded annually worldwide contain $55bn-worth of gold, 
silver and other valuables. According to research from Tsinghua 
University in China and Macquarie University in Australia, it costs 
Chinese recyclers of defunct electronic devices (known as “e-waste”) 
$2,000 to extract a kilogram of gold from old television sets; mined 
from the ground, the metal fetches $40,000 a kilo. The recyclers 
outperform miners even after stripping out the $13 that the Chinese 
government subsidises them per television. Facts like these help explain 
how the American e-recycling business went from less than $1bn in 
2002 to more than $20bn in 2016, and why today’s 20% recycling rate 
for e-waste looks poised to rise. 

Not all materials are as precious as gold and silver. But progress is 
visible even in areas such as food waste, the world’s most common form 
(see chart) and construction debris. “Anaerobic digestion”, in which 
organic matter is broken by microbes in the absence of oxygen, 
produces biogas which can be burned for energy or heat. In 2009-16 the 
number of biogas plants in Europe grew from 6,000 to 17,700—heating 
houses with old banana skins and uneaten porridge. It still produces 
only 2% of EU electricity but the share looks set to grow as more 
governments tackle food waste and encourage renewable energy. 
Meanwhile, Ecovative is an example of a company that turns food waste 
into durable goods, such as high-grade faux leather. ZEN Robotics of 



 

Finland sells smart disassembly lines for construction rubble where 
computer-vision algorithms identify pieces of metal, cardboard or other 
valuables for a robotic arm to pluck from the conveyor belt. Companies 
like Jiangsu LVHE in Changzhou, outside Shanghai, use the system to 
recover materials for reuse or resale, and bake the remaining debris into 
bricks, tiles and other building wares. 

 

The problem for plastics is that hundreds of everyday polymers are 
incredibly cheap to make from petroleum, and comparatively costly to 
extract from the waste stream compared with less heterogeneous 
materials like paper, glass or even metals. This has kept plastics stuck in 
the negative feedback loop of low demand, low investment and low 
supply. The market will only develop if there is an increase in demand, 
thinks Jean-Marc Boursier, vice-president of Suez, a giant French waste-
management and recycling company. 

The Chinese ban may in time provide just such a jolt, by forcing 
countries used to dispatching their recovered plastics abroad—as 
Ireland has done with 95% of its total—to reprocess more at home. But 
even before the prohibition entered into force at the start of the year, 
rising public angst over plastic pollution had begun to concentrate 
policymakers’ minds on how to make reused plastic more attractive 
relative to the virgin kind. 

Fiscal incentives are one way. For instance, exempting second-hand 
polymers from value-added tax is defended on the grounds that the 
primary material has already been taxed. As well as being desirable to 
combat climate change, carbon taxes favour less energy-intensive 



 

recycled plastic production. More hands-on proposals are also being 
aired. The EU’s new recycling targets are one example, especially now 
that poorly recycled plastic can no longer be palmed off on China. 
Campaigners are also pressing the EU to mandate a minimum recycled 
content in plastic containers, as California has had since 1991. 

“Extended producer responsibility” (EPR) has become a particular 
favourite among campaigners and policymakers alike. EPR rules make 
manufacturers and brands contribute to the net cost of their products’ 
disposal once consumers are done with them. This cost is lower if the 
products can be sold to recyclers. The number of such policies rose 
from a few dozen in the early 1990s to nearly 400 worldwide by 2013, 
according to the OECD. Nearly all of the club’s 34 mostly rich members 
now have them for different types of product, as does Taiwan. Latin 
American countries like Brazil, Colombia and Chile have them, too. 
South-East Asian countries are working on them. Last year China 
unveiled a plan to draft comprehensive EPR legislation by 2025. Such 
policies may in time bring the plastics recycling rate from 10-20% today 
closer to the 60-80% rate currently enjoyed by other materials such as 
aluminium, steel and paper. 

All of this should help boost recycling. But some firms have ambitions 
to embrace the other two components of the circular-economy triad, by 
reusing products rather than materials, and even reducing production 
altogether. Companies like the Renewal Workshop are putting a new 
spin on second-hand clothing. They take old garments and refashion 
them into new items, with the approval of the original brands (for the 
Renewal Workshop these include North Face). Darrel Stickler, Cisco’s 
head of sustainability, discerns a promising second-hand market for the 
company’s networking gear, $3bn-worth of which is bought and sold 
each year. Cisco’s share of this is tiny but could be much bigger, Mr 
Stickler thinks. 

Meanwhile, some big manufacturers are reorienting from making 
products to selling services. Martin Stuchtey of SystemIQ, a 
consultancy, says that nine out of ten boardrooms he visits are debating 



 

“how to sell freshness, not fridges; kilometres, not tyres”. Rolls-Royce 
has sold “power by the hour” rather than aircraft engines for years. 
Rather than flog LED lamps Philips leases them to some customers—
including Britain’s National Union of Students—with a promise to keep 
buildings illuminated. By 2020 it wants to double to 15% the share of its 
profits from such contracts, which can lock in customers for 20 years. 
Safechem, a chemical company, rents out tanks of fresh solvent rather 
than selling it to manufacturers for cleaning metal parts. It then collects 
the tanks, purifies the contents and rents them out again. 

Business models like these are grist to the mill of circular-economy 
advocates. They are presented as proof that lower resource intensity 
need not mean smaller profits. But their widespread adoption would 
not be painless for everyone. 
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PLASTIC DEBRIS IN the ocean has surfaced recently as a prominent 
environmental concern. Other pollution takes a greater toll on the 
seas—fertiliser run-off can cause damage worth $200bn-800bn a year, 
compared with $13bn for marine plastic litter, according to one 
estimate. Yet palpable, garish plastics nevertheless attract the most 
attention. Rich-world television audiences gasp at harrowing images of 
sea creatures ensnared in disposable bags. Citizens of poor but pretty 
places worry that rubbish washed up on once-pristine beaches puts off 
wealthy sun-seekers. 

The best solution is better rubbish collection in Asia. Just ten countries, 
eight of them Asian, spew two-thirds of all marine plastic litter 
originating on land (ships shed some, too, particularly old nets). Fully 



 

90% of the stuff discharged by waterways comes from ten rivers, two in 
Africa and the rest in Asia. Around 1.5m tonnes of plastic flows down 
the Yangzi river in China each year, compared with 18 tonnes from the 
Thames. Scooping all this up will be hard. 

In Hvaler, a small shrimp port 110km south of the Norwegian capital, 
Oslo, Hans Olaf, a craggy-faced skipper, remembers when he had to 
pay the local waste-management company to take away rubbish he 
caught in his nets. Most people just dumped it overboard instead, he 
says. Last year Hvaler was chosen as one of a dozen Norwegian 
harbours piloting a programme to make it simpler to discard trash in 
port than at sea. The garbage, mainly old fishing gear, is collected free 
by a Latvian firm which converts it into new nets. 

“Fishing for litter” schemes exist in a number of North Sea fishing 
nations, including Scotland, England and the Netherlands. A 
government-sponsored one in the Indian state of Kerala has hauled in 
more than 65 tonnes of plastic waste since its launch last year. The 
material is shredded into plastic chips, which local construction firms 
buy to strengthen asphalt. 

In March the port authority in Oslo approved a plan to clean up the 
litter from the Oslo fjord. To pinpoint underwater islands of rubbish, it 
turned to Blueye, a marine-technology firm based in Trondheim. Blueye 
has devised an underwater drone, tethered to a battery unit, which can 
be used for all manner of subsea inspection down to a depth of 150 
metres. Its drones are considerably cheaper—and safer—than sending 
human divers or larger submersibles, so dozens can be deployed. A trial 
this spring showed promise. Next year an electric-powered ship with a 
crane will join the drone fleet to salvage the sunken trash. 

Another scheme is The Ocean Cleanup, a Dutch charity backed by 
crowdfunders, deep-pocketed endowments and tech tycoons like Peter 
Thiel. It has designed a system to trawl for plastic in the vast mid-ocean 
gyres where currents funnel all manner of flotsam. It is huge: a drifting 
bow-shaped boom 600 metres long with a three-metre skirt dangling 



 

underneath. Because it is propelled by wind and waves, as well as the 
current, it outpaces the plastic detritus that is driven solely by the 
ocean. It therefore scoops up the litter as it moves. 

After successful trials in the North Sea, the first full-size stage sailed 
from San Francisco on September 8th towards the Alaska-sized patch of 
garbage in the middle of the north Pacific. Boyan Slat, The Ocean 
Cleanup’s boss, believes that, once fully deployed in 2020, 60 such 
contraptions, costing $6m apiece, can mop up about 40,000 tonnes of 
plastic, around half of the total, within five years. He thinks that 
corporate sponsors will help foot the bill. Anchors aweigh. 
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A SINGLE, BARE lightbulb helps illuminate part of the Livermore-
Pleasanton fire department on the eastern edge of the San Francisco 
Bay area. It does not look out of place, if a little dim. But it is no 
humdrum piece of electrical equipment. For the Centennial Light, as it 
is known, has been burning almost continuously since 1901. To 
proponents of a less resource-intensive, more circular economy, the 
bulb (pictured) shows that everyday products can be affordable and 
built to last. 

Not everyone has an interest in such longevity, however. In 1924 a cartel 
of big lightbulb manufacturers, including General Electric, Osram and 
Philips, agreed to keep lifetimes of their products to 1,000 hours or so, 



 

down from an average of 2,500 hours, in order to sell more of them. 
Many companies still make it difficult, or even illegal, to mend their 
products. This has provoked push-back from customers demanding a 
“right to repair”. French prosecutors are investigating whether Apple, 
which has admitted slowing older iPhones with software upgrades, 
deliberately intended to shorten the product’s lifetime to make 
customers replace it—a criminal offence in France. Legal or not, such 
activities look economically inefficient and environmentally foolish, 
even though they may make perfect sense for individual companies. 
The question is how to persuade those firms to go against their 
apparent self-interest in order to create a more circular economy. 

Forecasts can help focus minds. Last year the International Resource 
Panel, an independent scientific body under the auspices of the UN 
Environment Programme, suggested that wiser use of resources could 
add $2trn, or roughly the GDP of Italy, to the global economy by 2050. 
Limiting food waste alone could contribute $252bn a year by 2030. 
Analysis by Circle Economy, a consultancy, found that, of the 84bn 
tonnes of materials consumed each year by the global economy—
including biomass, sand, metals and fossil fuels—barely 9% are reused. 

Workers need not lose out, either—in their jobs or as shoppers able to 
snap up more durable smartphones. A series of reports for the Club of 
Rome, a think-tank, found that, if product lifetimes were doubled and 
half the virgin materials consumed today replaced with recovered ones, 
the resulting economic shift would create 200,000 net new jobs in Spain 
and 300,000 in France. (Improving energy efficiency and replacing half 
of all fossil fuels used with renewables would add another 565,000 jobs 
across all the countries studied.) Most new work would come in green 
industries such as recycling. After reviewing 65 studies on the effects of 
a more circular economy, academics at the University of Augsburg 
found that related job creation outweighs job destruction. A report by 
McKinsey said the global net employment gains would be anywhere 
between 9m and 25m jobs. 



 

The environment would benefit, with fewer mines, more trees and less 
need for landfills and incinerators. Recycling aluminium saves 95% of 
energy compared with smelting new metal. The savings are 88% for 
plastic, 60% for steel and paper, and 38% for glass. According to Sitra, 
Finland’s state-run innovation fund, raising recycling rates for 
aluminium, steel and plastic by 50-80% would cut European industrial 
emissions, which account for one-tenth of the continent’s total, by a 
third. 

However, what makes sense environmentally may not look good for the 
bottom line of an individual company or region. The most obvious 
casualties would be purveyors of fossil fuels, minerals, agricultural 
produce and other primary materials, the demand for which would 
suffer. If everything else remained constant, eliminating 1.3bn tonnes of 
food waste could mean $750bn less in sales for farmers—the value 
which the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation ascribes to all the 
food spoiled or lost annually between farm and fridge. More durable 
consumer products could mean that fewer have to be made, potentially 
hurting manufacturers’ volumes. More Uber rides may ultimately lead 
to fewer people buying cars of their own. Less need to ferry 
merchandise could hit shipping companies, too. The Club of Rome 
study found that, in Poland, where many people continue to be 
employed in agriculture, more productive use of resources could 
potentially destroy jobs overall. 

Politicians in most rich countries may calculate that repatriating 
offshored factory jobs to plants back home where recovered materials 
are reprocessed is a vote-winner. But it may be less appealing to their 
counterparts in poorer places where workers found employment in 
manufacturing. Research by Garth Frazer of the University of Toronto 
found that clothes donated to Africa harmed African garment-makers. 
Between 1981 and 2000 second-hand imports explain two-fifths of the 
decline in African apparel production and half of the fall in garment-
industry employment. South Africa has restricted imports of used 



 

Western garb. Six countries of the East African Community are 
considering a ban. China already has one. 

You can’t refuse 
This leads to a final concern about “closing the loop” of circularity: that 
it can ring-fence parts of economy from globalisation. As Mr Abbasov of 
Scrapo laments, the circular economy rarely crosses borders. 
Sometimes, as in the case of the Chinese ban on foreign recovered 
plastic and paper, ring-fencing seems to be the explicit objective. But it 
can also be an unintended consequence. New repair shops would by 
their nature be more local. Recyclers often gripe about national and 
international rules which, by not drawing a clear distinction as to what 
is hazardous, raise transport costs and hamper trade. For second-hand 
electronics, which are treated as waste even if they are in perfectly good 
working order, regulations make it several times costlier to freight 
within most countries and almost impossible to send abroad. “Our 
industry has been in almost constant strife with regulators,” grumbles 
Ranjit Singh Baxi, president of the Bureau for International Recycling. 

Such concerns are real. But they are not insuperable. For a start, other 
things are never constant. Populations grow; by 2050 Earth will have 
2bn more consumers and mouths to feed. As people become richer, 
they consume more. In poor places like Lesotho, whose citizens waste 
little, consumption can increase by a lot before it comes close to 
Western levels—especially if it is accompanied by improvements in 
rubbish collection. African garment-workers deserve assistance, but 
shoppers there benefit from cheap, decent-quality foreign wear. And 
“circular” industries create employment in their own right. 

Even if Club of Rome or McKinsey forecasts prove wide of the mark, 
history teaches that reshaping the economy creates more work than it 
destroys. Waste disposal generates just 0.1 job per 1,000 tonnes, 
compared with two jobs recycling the same amount, according to one 
study. A single Kenyan e-recycling programme is estimated to have 
generated over 2,000 jobs within four years of its launch. Recycling and 
repair industries could go global, too. Platforms like Scrapo or MerQbiz 



 

lubricate the exchange of recyclables across borders, showing that 
circular economies are not inherently protectionist. 

The right response is therefore to experiment, not eschew resource 
efficiency. As this report has illustrated, there are signs that this is 
happening. Cities in the developing world are trying to get better at 
collecting rubbish and making sure that as little as possible goes to 
waste. The Chinese import ban is stirring many people in the West to 
relearn how to recycle. Campaigners and entrepreneurs are chivvying 
them along. Governments, especially in the West, are crafting “circular” 
strategies. By 2035 all EU states will be required by law to recover 65% 
of their rubbish, from an average of 40% today. America under Donald 
Trump is an exception, but American cities and states are 
compensating by helping people sort their rubbish and send less to the 
landfill. 

Yet, while rich countries are cleaning up at home, they are only 
beginning to deal with the fact that (as with carbon emissions) they 
have exported their throwaway Industrial Revolution model around the 
world, outsourcing their waste to developing countries. Westerners 
continue to enjoy products that are made elsewhere, and whose 
disposal does not affect them personally. Rather than being smug about 
how well they are doing at home, they need now to encourage the 
developing world in its quest for a less wasteful growth model. 

 



 

Some middle-income countries appear willing to listen (see chart). 
China’s latest five-year plan reaffirms its commitment to a “circular 
economy” and last year’s party congress called for the creation of a 
“waste-free society”. Indonesia, Nigeria and other emerging economies 
are emulating developed ones by making producers help pay for 
managing the waste created by their own products. 

Most have a long way to go before they emulate Taiwan. Poor countries 
must prepare to cope with an increase in waste as they develop a 
middle class consuming at Western levels. Only when they see that 
proper handling of solid waste can aid prosperity will the global tide of 
rubbish be stemmed. 

 

 


